{"id":1680,"date":"2022-02-17T12:22:01","date_gmt":"2022-02-17T12:22:01","guid":{"rendered":"https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/?p=1680"},"modified":"2022-02-24T06:47:32","modified_gmt":"2022-02-24T06:47:32","slug":"how-to-convert-a-file-to-pdf","status":"publish","type":"post","link":"https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/how-to-convert-a-file-to-pdf\/","title":{"rendered":"How to Convert a File to PDF"},"content":{"rendered":"<p><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">PDF files are among the most popular file formats in the digital world. It is a type of document format that is especially popular among private users \u2014 professionals and students \u2014 and companies. Widely used due to its portability and security, it offers a fast and efficient way to share huge amounts of data in the form of an electronic document.<\/span><\/p>\n<p><a href=\"https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/features\/esignature?utm_medium=blog&amp;utm_content=leaderboard\"><img decoding=\"async\" loading=\"lazy\" class=\"aligncenter size-full wp-image-1100\" src=\"https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-content\/uploads\/pdfrun-blog-ad-esignature.png\" alt=\"\" width=\"820\" height=\"200\" srcset=\"https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-content\/uploads\/pdfrun-blog-ad-esignature.png 820w, https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-content\/uploads\/pdfrun-blog-ad-esignature-150x37.png 150w, https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-content\/uploads\/pdfrun-blog-ad-esignature-300x73.png 300w, https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-content\/uploads\/pdfrun-blog-ad-esignature-768x187.png 768w\" sizes=\"(max-width: 820px) 100vw, 820px\" \/><\/a><\/p>\n<p><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">PDF stands for Portable Document Format. The file format itself does not define what kind of information the document contains, but rather how the file is organized and presented for reading and use using a PDF viewer.<\/span><\/p>\n<p><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">Converting your files to PDF is a simple way to protect them against unauthorized use. Moreover, you can use passwords to protect your PDF files. If you require stronger protection for your documents, encrypting your PDF files ensures that only the recipients you have given permission to access them will be able to view them. Thus, instead of using simple passwords for your PDF, you can also save your PDF files in encrypted form to prevent nearly anyone from reading them.<\/span><\/p>\n<p><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">PDF files ensure that the format of their content remains the same on every device \u2014 computer, tablet, and smartphone \u2014 no matter the PDF viewer application you use; users can view PDF files across different systems and applications.<\/span><\/p>\n<p><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">If starting now you want to use and share documents only in PDF, there are online applications that let you convert your files to PDF.<\/span><\/p>\n<h2><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">Using PDFRun, here are the steps to convert your files to PDF:<\/span><\/h2>\n<p><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">1. On <a href=\"https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/features\/pdf-converter\">PDFRun\u2019s PDF converter page<\/a>, drag and drop onto the upload box or upload from your device single or multiple files you want to convert to PDF.<\/span><\/p>\n<p><img decoding=\"async\" loading=\"lazy\" class=\"aligncenter wp-image-1681\" src=\"https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-content\/uploads\/PDFRun-Blog-Convert-PDF-Upload-1200x539.png\" alt=\"\" width=\"600\" height=\"270\" srcset=\"https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-content\/uploads\/PDFRun-Blog-Convert-PDF-Upload-1200x539.png 1200w, https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-content\/uploads\/PDFRun-Blog-Convert-PDF-Upload-320x144.png 320w, https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-content\/uploads\/PDFRun-Blog-Convert-PDF-Upload-160x72.png 160w, https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-content\/uploads\/PDFRun-Blog-Convert-PDF-Upload-768x345.png 768w, https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-content\/uploads\/PDFRun-Blog-Convert-PDF-Upload.png 1522w\" sizes=\"(max-width: 600px) 100vw, 600px\" \/><\/p>\n<p><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">2. Wait for your file or files to be uploaded. Then, click on \u2018Create PDF\u2019.<\/span><\/p>\n<p><img decoding=\"async\" loading=\"lazy\" class=\"aligncenter wp-image-1682\" src=\"https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-content\/uploads\/PDFRun-Blog-Convert-PDF-Uploaded-1200x605.png\" alt=\"\" width=\"600\" height=\"303\" srcset=\"https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-content\/uploads\/PDFRun-Blog-Convert-PDF-Uploaded-1200x605.png 1200w, https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-content\/uploads\/PDFRun-Blog-Convert-PDF-Uploaded-320x161.png 320w, https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-content\/uploads\/PDFRun-Blog-Convert-PDF-Uploaded-160x81.png 160w, https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-content\/uploads\/PDFRun-Blog-Convert-PDF-Uploaded-768x387.png 768w, https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-content\/uploads\/PDFRun-Blog-Convert-PDF-Uploaded-1536x775.png 1536w, https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-content\/uploads\/PDFRun-Blog-Convert-PDF-Uploaded.png 1538w\" sizes=\"(max-width: 600px) 100vw, 600px\" \/><\/p>\n<p><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">3. PDFRun will begin converting your file or files to PDF.<\/span><\/p>\n<p><img decoding=\"async\" loading=\"lazy\" class=\"aligncenter wp-image-1683\" src=\"https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-content\/uploads\/PDFRun-Blog-Convert-PDF-Create-PDF-1200x613.png\" alt=\"\" width=\"600\" height=\"307\" srcset=\"https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-content\/uploads\/PDFRun-Blog-Convert-PDF-Create-PDF-1200x613.png 1200w, https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-content\/uploads\/PDFRun-Blog-Convert-PDF-Create-PDF-320x164.png 320w, https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-content\/uploads\/PDFRun-Blog-Convert-PDF-Create-PDF-160x82.png 160w, https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-content\/uploads\/PDFRun-Blog-Convert-PDF-Create-PDF-768x392.png 768w, https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-content\/uploads\/PDFRun-Blog-Convert-PDF-Create-PDF-1536x785.png 1536w, https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-content\/uploads\/PDFRun-Blog-Convert-PDF-Create-PDF.png 1554w\" sizes=\"(max-width: 600px) 100vw, 600px\" \/><\/p>\n<p><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">4. You will be redirected to PDFRun\u2019s online document editor where you can make changes to your document.<\/span><\/p>\n<p><img decoding=\"async\" loading=\"lazy\" class=\"aligncenter wp-image-1684\" src=\"https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-content\/uploads\/PDFRun-Blog-Convert-PDF-Editor-1200x656.png\" alt=\"\" width=\"600\" height=\"328\" srcset=\"https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-content\/uploads\/PDFRun-Blog-Convert-PDF-Editor-1200x656.png 1200w, https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-content\/uploads\/PDFRun-Blog-Convert-PDF-Editor-320x175.png 320w, https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-content\/uploads\/PDFRun-Blog-Convert-PDF-Editor-160x87.png 160w, https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-content\/uploads\/PDFRun-Blog-Convert-PDF-Editor-768x420.png 768w, https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-content\/uploads\/PDFRun-Blog-Convert-PDF-Editor-1536x839.png 1536w, https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-content\/uploads\/PDFRun-Blog-Convert-PDF-Editor-2048x1119.png 2048w\" sizes=\"(max-width: 600px) 100vw, 600px\" \/><\/p>\n<p><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">5. When you are done, click on \u2018Download as PDF\u2019 at the top-right part of the page to download your document in PDF.<\/span><\/p>\n<p><img decoding=\"async\" loading=\"lazy\" class=\"aligncenter wp-image-1685\" src=\"https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-content\/uploads\/PDFRun-Blog-Convert-PDF-Download.png\" alt=\"\" width=\"300\" height=\"95\" srcset=\"https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-content\/uploads\/PDFRun-Blog-Convert-PDF-Download.png 410w, https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-content\/uploads\/PDFRun-Blog-Convert-PDF-Download-320x101.png 320w, https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-content\/uploads\/PDFRun-Blog-Convert-PDF-Download-160x51.png 160w\" sizes=\"(max-width: 300px) 100vw, 300px\" \/><\/p>\n<p><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">Take note that file conversion to PDF is only available for .jpg, .jpeg., png., .doc., and .docx formats.<\/span><\/p>\n<h2><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">Here are some notable advantages of using PDF files:<\/span><\/h2>\n<p><b>Preserves appearance and formatting<\/b><\/p>\n<p><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">PDF files are effective in preserving a document\u2019s original appearance. This means that no matter the device you are using to view PDF files, their display will remain as you intended them to be. Nevertheless, while they are excellent in maintaining the formatting of a document, it is not impossible to make adjustments to their contents, using a PDF editor. Moreover, since PDF files are vector-based \u2014 they have an infinite resolution \u2014 you can blow them up to any extent without losing their quality when you print them out, unlike image formats, such as .jpg, and .jpeg.<\/span><\/p>\n<p><b>Accessible, universal file format<\/b><\/p>\n<p><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">Since PDF is globally accepted as a standard document format, it can be accessed and viewed using a variety of devices \u2014 from computers and laptops to smartphones and tablets. The device-independence feature of PDF is highly useful as it allows the user to access, read, and generate documents from anywhere without any trouble. In fact, due to its accessibility, many businesses and professionals prefer PDF over other document formats.<\/span><\/p>\n<p><b>Portability<\/b><\/p>\n<p><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">As a universal file format, PDF is portable; It enables individuals to carry their files with them wherever they go so they can work anywhere and on any device. PDF files do not require any special software, as they can be opened by standard PDF readers and even internet browsers, such as Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox.<\/span><\/p>\n<p><b>Easier storage<\/b><\/p>\n<p><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">PDF files are compact, they occupy less space on your device\u2019s storage. A single PDF document can hold multiple files within it, making storage even easier. This is beneficial for businesses that need to store a large number of documents and other related assets, such as graphics and images. In addition, PDF files are easy to store as they are significantly smaller in file size compared to other document formats. Due to its size, PDF files reduce bandwidth usage and increase website loading speed. This results in faster transmission and sharing of documents, contributing to efficiency and helping save time and cost. Furthermore, PDF documents can be compressed and encrypted for easy storage and safekeeping.<\/span><\/p>\n<p><b>Better dissemination and sharing<\/b><\/p>\n<p><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">You can easily share PDF files with anyone regardless of the operating system of their device. It makes PDF files an ideal choice for sharing documents within organizations and with other individuals. Due to PDF files being a universal file format, recipients will not have any difficulties in viewing, reading, printing, commenting on, or electronically signing a PDF file since it is designed specifically to maintain its formatting integrity, no matter the device or software they use. Moreover, this type of file can be opened, analyzed, printed, or edited using PDF editor applications, when necessary.<\/span><\/p>\n<p><b>Security<\/b><\/p>\n<p><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">As a document format that you can secure using encryption and passwords, PDF files aid in maintaining the confidentiality of data in them. By restricting unauthorized access, those who have no access to them will not be able to alter any information they contain, as they cannot be hacked easily. Therefore, PDF files are ideal for companies and professionals, particularly when they need to safely share confidential information; PDF files allow them to do so without fear of security breach.<\/span><\/p>\n<p><b>Saves resources<\/b><\/p>\n<p><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">By using PDF files, you save two important resources \u2014 paper and time. You save paper and contribute to preserving our environment by choosing to work using electronic documents. Without manual documentation processes, including printing and transmitting physical documents from one location to another, you save time. PDF files are completely electronic. This means that technology is on your side, letting you contribute to saving both paper and time and empowering you to be more efficient.<\/span><\/p>\n<p><span style=\"font-weight: 400;\">PDF files offer the best way to edit, manage, and share documents that must be viewed by anyone in their original form, with all possible features and elements intact. Explore the advantages of using PDF files by using them first hand.<\/span><\/p>\n","protected":false},"excerpt":{"rendered":"<p>PDF files are among the most popular file formats in the digital world. It is a type of document format that is especially popular among private users \u2014 professionals and students \u2014 and companies. Widely used due to its portability and security, it offers a fast and efficient way to share huge amounts of data [&hellip;]<\/p>\n","protected":false},"author":1,"featured_media":1686,"comment_status":"closed","ping_status":"closed","sticky":false,"template":"","format":"standard","meta":[],"categories":[15],"tags":[],"aioseo_notices":[],"_links":{"self":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/posts\/1680"}],"collection":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/posts"}],"about":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/types\/post"}],"author":[{"embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/users\/1"}],"replies":[{"embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/comments?post=1680"}],"version-history":[{"count":2,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/posts\/1680\/revisions"}],"predecessor-version":[{"id":1688,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/posts\/1680\/revisions\/1688"}],"wp:featuredmedia":[{"embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/media\/1686"}],"wp:attachment":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/media?parent=1680"}],"wp:term":[{"taxonomy":"category","embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/categories?post=1680"},{"taxonomy":"post_tag","embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfrun.com\/resources\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/tags?post=1680"}],"curies":[{"name":"wp","href":"https:\/\/api.w.org\/{rel}","templated":true}]}}
